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1 Introduction

The whole point of a statistics course, like this one, is to put limits on our knowledge. It helps
answer broad scientific questions like:

• If I write this paper, will other people be able to get the same results, or will I look like a fool
a few years down the line?

• Am I doing something with lasting value, or am I wasting my life?

Statistics helps answer broad questions like that by answering narrow questions like:

• How likely is it that I’m wrong?

• How well can I really measure that?

• Do I need more data?

• Does this theory plausibly explain that data?

Statistics is completely reliable within its own domain. If you understand the possible errors
and you do the right tests, then you can trust the statistical results absolutely. The art is in
understanding the possible errors. There are sources of uncertainty and doubt in science that are
hard to quantify and where statistics can’t save us.

The first is the “systematic error.” Systematic errors happen when we have reached the limits
of our understanding of a particular experiment or calculation. If we’re lucky, we know that they
exist, and may have some crude estimate for which way they might skew our results. However, by
definition, we don’t understand the possible errors well enough to apply statistical techniques.
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Stanford, California 94305, USA. This work is available under http://kochanski.org/gpk/teaching/0401Oxford.
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The second source of error can be called “Pathological Science.” The term covers a lot of
different breakdowns of the normal scientific process, typically involving honest self-delusion or
wilful blindness.

Third, there is scientific fraud.
And finally, there are all possible degrees of sloppiness, laziness, confusion, and competence.
Pathological science and fraud are outside of science. Their practitioners ignore some of the

basic rules that make science an interesting and useful description of our universe. Ultimately, the
resulting papers are worthless. If they happen to get something right, it is by accident.

2 Systematic Errors

Some errors are built into any experiment. For instance, if you measure phone durations in a
reverberant room, you will end up with a longer duration for the final phone because the sound will
keep echoing around the room. You won’t get a systematically lengthened duration for the medial
phones, because the echoes of each phone get covered over by the direct sound of the next phone.

Thus, if you didn’t understand this effect, you might believe that people lengthen final sounds
more than they actually do. That would be a systematic error. Now, in practice, we know how
to make this particular error small: we put absorbing materials on the walls and we record with a
microphone fairly close to the subject, so that the echoes are faint compared to the direct sound.
However, if you study speech in cathedrals, this artificial acoustic final lengthening might be more
important than the linguistic final lengthening.

The problem is that systematic errors are a Catch-22 [Heller, 1961]: if you understand the
problem, you can make it go away or correct for it, but if you don’t understand the problem, you
either won’t think of it at all, or you will be wrong when you try to estimate how big an error it
might cause. It’s only at the edge of understanding where systematic errors are meaningful: you
understand enough to realise it might be a problem, but not enough to fix it.

Note that theorists recognise the concept of systematic errors too. Calculations of what a theory
means or what it would do often involve some approximations, which lead to errors in the final
predictions. The systematic error of a calculation is built up from estimates of errors that different
approximations cause. So, even if a theory is precise, applying that theory can be an imprecise
process.

People often hope and assume that systematic errors are small, but that is not always the case.
One dramatic example is shown in Figure 1. It shows various published values of the Hubble
constant, one of the most important numbers in the field of astrophysics. The Hubble constant is
a measurement of the rate at which the universe is expanding. For comparison with the figure, the
current rate (circa 2004) is 71 km/s·Mpc [W.L. Freedman, 2001, Spergel et al., 2003] 1.

The result has dropped by a factor of ten since the first measurement. Despite what are now
known to be huge systematic errors in the early values, the early error bars, as published, were not
very large. The early workers completely missed some error sources, or at least vastly underestimated
their magnitude.2

1 The current value looks fairly solid because of the agreement of several techniques, two of which are completely
independent.

2 For the curious, the largest errors were in measuring the distance to other galaxies [Gingerich, 1996], and much
of the problems seem to have been the result of the Malmquist bias [Mälmquist, 1920]. The Malmquist bias is simply
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Figure 1: The various published values of the Hubble Constant, from [Trimble, 1996].

It would not be completely misleading to say that the state of astrophysics in 1920 was similar
to the state of linguistics today. People were just beginning to figure out what they were looking at,
quantitative measurements were fairly new, and there were few theories that made real predictions.

By analogy, it’s reasonable to believe that some linguistic facts that are thought to be well
understood are, in fact, wildly wrong.

Another example is the age of the Earth around 1900. Various clever arguments were constructed
which produced apparently solid numeric answers, all in the vicinity of 100 million years (see the
discussion in Joly [c.1915]). For instance, one can measure how much sodium (salt) is carried into
the sea by rivers. Then, assuming that the sodium accumulates in the oceans, one can compute
how long it takes to make the oceans as salty as they are. One gets a maximum of 74 million years,

a selection effect: you see the bright stars and galaxies but not the faint ones, so you get a biased sample. A related
error was the assumption that all Cepheid variables behave similarly: there are really two classes. The brighter class
is more easily seen in external galaxies, but the fainter class is more common, and therefore dominated data in our
galaxy.
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even assuming the oceans started as fresh water. There seemed to be fairly good agreement among
a variety of independent techniques.

Unfortunately, sodium does leave the ocean in various ways so that estimate is now known to
be useless (E.g. water circulates through the sea-bed, especially near places where the sea floor is
spreading like the mid-Atlantic ridge; some of the sodium is left behind). This turned out to be a
substantial systematic error: It was an effect that the geologists of the day did not know about, and
it was big. Effectively, they were interpreting good data in the light of a bad theory (the assumption
that the salt just accumulates).

The other estimates for the age of the earth also turned out to be flawed; their apparent agreement
was apparently a mixture of coincidence and wishful thinking. Better techniques for dating rocks,
using the radioactive decay of atoms (incidentally pioneered by the same John Joly)[Off, 2005]
eventually showed the Earth to be about 45 times older, 4.5 · 109 years.

3 Pathological Science

About every ten years, something goes wrong in the physical sciences. Recently (2002), it was faked
nanotransistors [Newswire, 2003], and in 1999, it was a faked discovery of Element 118 [Schwarzschild,
2002]. Ten years before, in 1989, the world briefly watched the alleged phenomenon of Cold Fusion
appear, perhaps cause a wild spike in world Palladium prices, and disappear [Carnell, 2001, Taubes,
1993, Huizenga, 1993]. Twenty-three years before that, it was Polywater [Franks, 1982]. Neither
cold fusion nor polywater was a fraud; instead they were bad science perpetrated by people who
were somehow blind to evidence against them.

These events are impossible to miss for someone in the field. Some, like Cold Fusion, are im-
possible to forget. The atmosphere of midnight experiments, of theorists racing explanations to
publication [D’Angelo, 1989] then retracting as the experiments are refuted is intoxicating. A bliz-
zard of claims and rebuttals fly by: it is scientific excitement at it’s finest.

Yet, somehow, these dramatic events don’t seem to happen in Linguistics. Why not? Are linguists
less confused or self-delusive than physicists or chemists? Are linguists more honest? Probably not.
Absent other evidence, one must assume the people are similar. One of several possibilities is
that since there are fewer linguists than physicists, these events simply happen less often. Perhaps
linguistics has just been lucky so far.

Of course, the cultures of linguistics and the hard sciences differ in several ways that might
explain the difference. Primarily, the hard sciences have a strong belief that only one theory can be
right in a given realm. A new theory thus has a large impact: if it exists and conflicts with existing
work, a new theory or new data must invalidate something else. The culture of Linguistics has more
tolerance for conflicting theories and data, so perhaps when these novel bad ideas appear, they are
less disruptive. Perhaps linguists are used to big ideas with weak support, and take them with a
pinch of salt. Another, and more disturbing possibility is that the bad science doesn’t get corrected
rapidly, so the bad ideas are never dramatically refuted. The answer is unclear.

The best and most concise survey of pathological science is the oldest, a lecture by Irving
Langmuir in 1953 [Langmuir and Hall, 1953, 1989]. It’s well written and doesn’t require a deep
understanding of the physics involved (though the events he describes may seem more pathological
to the specialist). Langmuir studies several cases and lists some indicators of pathological science.
Here’s my summary of his list, modified in the light of the last fifty years.
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• The maximum effect is produced by a barely perceptible cause, and the effect doesn’t change
much as you change the magnitude of the cause.

• The effect only happens sometimes, when conditions are just right, and no one ever figures
out how to make it happen reliably. The people who can make it happen are unable to
communicate how they do it to the people who can’t.

• The effect is always close to the limit of detectability, or averages of many measurements3 are
needed to find it.

• There are claims of great accuracy, well beyond the state of the art or what one might expect.

• Fantastic theories contrary to experience are suggested. Often, mechanisms are suggested that
appear no where else.

• Criticisms are met by ad hoc excuses thought up on the spur of the moment.

• Supporters are unable or unwilling to think about testing or disproving the effect. Tests that
could lead to definitive disproof are never actually done.

• The implications of a theory or experiment are never extended outside its original domain.
Supporters don’t ask what implications it might have for neighbouring fields.

A single hit does not mark an idea as pathological, but multiple hits should serve to raise one’s
suspicions. This is a list primarily aimed at experiments, but many of the characteristics can also
apply to theories.

Typically in pseudoscience, there is a hard core of believers. The number of supporters rises,
peaks, and slowly declines, but is only brought to zero by retirement and/or death. Other relevant
references include Park [2000], Turro [1999], Asimov [1962], Feynman [1985].

Thanks to Chilin Shih and Peet Morris for comments.
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